
CSZ Now Offers Services for Radiator Testing
CSZ, A Gentherm Company, Announces
Radiator Testing Services in Addition to a

Wide Range of Environmental Testing
Services

CINCINNATI, OHIO, UNITED STATES,
January 18, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
With the finalization of the new and
improved radiator testing fixture, CSZ
can now offer more complete and
efficient radiator testing services. These
testing services help determine the
durability & reliability of the radiator or
heat-exchanger. Radiator testing
services complement the broad spectrum of testing services offered by CSZ.

Radiator testing often includes the introduction of preheated or cooled liquids which are introduced at
varying pressures and monitored for effective flow and temperature performance. Radiator tests can
also include an external temperature variance which could include temperature cycling from 50°F to
212°F. Depending on the scope of the testing each of these individual test requirements can be
performed individually, or simultaneously.

In addition to temperature performance and flow rate monitoring, CSZ can also provide pressurized
leak testing and durability testing. The expert testing technicians are well versed in testing standards
for radiators, such as SAEJ1542 and more.

CSZ Testing Services’ laboratories are equipped with state-of-the-art technologies for comprehensive,
independent testing of products in the aerospace, automotive, chemical, defense, electronics,
medical, plastics, power generation, and telecommunications fields. 

A full selection of environmental testing services is available including vibration testing, thermal shock
testing, temperature and humidity testing, salt spray/salt fog corrosion testing, altitude testing, drop
testing, accelerated aging testing and more.

To learn more about our radiator testing services, please email testing@genthermcsz.com or visit our
website  to request a quote.

About CSZ 
CSZ, a leading environmental test chamber manufacturer and supplier of custom testing solutions,
also offers environmental testing services from their testing laboratories located in Cincinnati, Ohio
and Detroit, Michigan. With their long history of providing environmental testing solutions, CSZ is
uniquely positioned to offer world-class environmental testing services. These services include
temperature-cycling, thermal-shock, humidity, accelerated aging, vibration, HALT & HASS, altitude,
stability, drop testing and more. Please visit http://www.csztesting.com for more information.
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